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a b s t r a c t 

Detecting protein complexes from available protein–protein interaction (PPI) networks is 

an important task, and several related algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms 

usually consider a single topological metric and ignore the rich topological characteristics 

and inherent organization information of protein complexes. However, the effective use 

of such information is crucial to protein complex detection. To overcome this deficiency, 

this study presents a heuristic clustering algorithm to identify protein complexes by fully 

exploiting the topological information of PPI networks. By considering the clustering coef- 

ficient and the node degree, a new nodal metric is proposed to quantify the importance 

of each node within a local subgraph. An iterative paradigm is used to incrementally iden- 

tify seed proteins and expand each seed to a cluster. First, among the unclustered nodes, 

the node with the highest nodal metric is selected as a new seed. Then, the seed is ex- 

panded to a cluster by adding candidate nodes recursively from its neighbors according to 

both the density of the cluster and the connection between a candidate node and the clus- 

ter. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms other 

competing algorithms in terms of F -measure and accuracy. 

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

A protein complex is a molecular group of two or more functionally related proteins assembled via multiple protein

interactions. DNA replication, transcription, protein degradation, and various other cell functions are performed by protein

complexes rather than single proteins [28] . Detecting protein complexes within a cell’s protein–protein interaction (PPI)

network may facilitate revealing structure–functionality relationships, predicting the functions of un-annotated proteins, and 

understanding cellular organization and function [49] . Proteomics technologies, such as tandem affinity purification and

mass spectrometry, are available to identify protein complexes [12] . However, these experimental methods are usually time-

consuming and expensive; furthermore, they have several experimental limitations [24,47] . 

Protein–protein interactions are responsible for the assembly of protein complexes by peptide recognition modules. In

the proteomics era, a large amount of protein interactional data has been obtained by various high-throughput and low-

throughput experimental techniques, such as yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) [15] and affinity purification–mass spectrometry (AP–

MS) [14] . Most experimental detection methods for protein interactions are based on genetic or biochemical techniques

[18] . For example, a Y2H system is a genetic approach whereby a protein encoded in the genome of interest is expressed for
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Fig. 1. Example of PPI network and its protein complexes. The complexes are RSC (pink), SWI/SNF (green), and Ino80p (yellow). Proteins YMR033W and 

YPR034W colored in blue belong to both RSC and SWI/SNF. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the examination of mutual interactions. In addition, computational methods have recently been proposed to predict protein

interactions, and several protein interaction databases, such as BioGRID and DIP, have emerged [30] . 

A protein–protein interaction data set is usually modeled as an undirected graph, where nodes represent proteins and

edges represent the known interactions between them. The fundamental concept of protein complex detection is that a

pair of interacting proteins has a higher probability of sharing the same function than two non-interacting proteins. By

analyzing experimental complexes and their biological function, it has been suggested that protein complexes correspond

to sub-networks in a PPI network [37,39] . Fig. 1 shows an example of a PPI network and its complexes. Thus, detecting

protein complexes in a PPI network is similar to finding clusters in a graph. Naturally, graph clustering, an unsupervised

learning technique, is a good alternative for detecting protein complexes from available protein interaction data. The goal of

graph clustering is to group a set of nodes into clusters considering the node structure and edge structure of the graph so

that internal connections of a cluster are denser than connections with other dense clusters [5,35] . Various graph cluster-

ing algorithms have been developed for protein complex detection, including hierarchical clustering, flow-based algorithms,

complete enumeration algorithms, and heuristic-based algorithms [7] . 

Despite notable success, these algorithms do not always yield satisfactory predictions because they do not fully consider

multiple topological characteristics [34] , such as the small-world phenomenon [41] and the scale-free power-law [6] , which

may improve the prediction performance in protein complex identification. The small-world phenomenon exhibits a high

clustering coefficient with short characteristic path length. In real-world networks with a power-law degree distribution, hub

nodes with more edges may be cluster centers [29,42] , and are important in PPI networks [26] . Existing graph clustering

techniques consider single network topological properties, such as node degree, density, clustering coefficient, or cliques;

however, a single topological feature is insufficient to describe the network structure. In addition, there is a lack of an

effective characterization of the inherent organization of the clusters, where a protein complex may be dense around its

seed protein and relatively sparse away from the seed. Once the characterization is obtained, it can be determined whether

a candidate node should be added to the current cluster, and candidate nodes are added greedily to form a final cluster. 

In this study, the above limitations are addressed, and a heuristic graph clustering algorithm (called HGCA) is proposed

for protein complex detection based on multiple topological characteristics. It uses the weighted degree, which is a nodal

metric defined as the sum of the weights of a node’s incident edges and measures the node weights by combining an

iterative procedure. The edge weights are calculated by a new metric based on the correlation analysis between the node

degree and the clustering coefficient. The nodal metric can capture the diversity of a node’s connectivity. Then, a cluster

description model is constructed considering the influence of the connections between a candidate node and a cluster.

HGCA starts from seed nodes with maximum weight selected from the unclustered nodes, and greedily produces clusters

based on the description model. To evaluate the performance of this detection algorithm, experiments were conducted on

six PPI networks. It was demonstrated that HGCA is superior to competing protein complex detection algorithms in terms

of both F -measure and accuracy. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, related work on protein complex detection algorithms is reviewed.

In Section 3 , relevant terminology is introduced. In Section 4 , the proposed algorithm is described in detail. In Section 5 , the

performance evaluation of the algorithm is presented. The final section concludes the paper. 

2. Related work 

In this section, graph clustering algorithms for protein complex detection are reviewed. These methods include hierar-

chical clustering, flow-based algorithms, complete enumeration algorithms, and heuristic-based algorithms [7] . 

Hierarchical clustering is a widely-used approach for data clustering whereby objects are viewed as vectors in a multi-

dimensional space or nodes in a PPI network [7] . It produces a dendrogram, where leaves represent nodes in the original
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network, and internal vertices represent clusters according to various measures, such as distance or similarity. Girvan and

Newman proposed a divisive hierarchical approach [13] starting with the entire network as a single cluster and subsequently

partitioning it into smaller clusters by iteratively removing the edges with the highest betweenness centrality. This type of

algorithm is time consuming and thus limited to relatively small networks. 

Flow-based algorithms simulate stochastic flows in a graph using that a random walk in a dense cluster is likely to stay

within the cluster rather than visit other clusters. The Markov clustering algorithm (MCL) [32] is a typical flow-based ap-

proach for PPI network clustering by flow simulation based on the iterative execution of two operators called expansion and

inflation. The expansion operator transforms an input graph into a Markov graph and spreads the flow to connect regions,

and the inflation operator strengthens intracluster flow and weakens intercluster flow. The algorithm is time-consuming and

produces non-overlapping clusters, whereas functional modules are highly overlapped [29] . To overcome the limitations of

MCL, soft regularized Markov clustering (SR-MCL) has been proposed to produce overlapped clusters [36] . 

Complete enumeration algorithms consider local neighbor information and enumerate all highly connected subgraphs 

whose density exceeds a specified threshold. The CFinder method [1] first extracts all cliques to construct a clique–clique

overlap matrix, and then k -clique-communities are obtained as separate components using the overlap matrix. Clustering

based on maximal cliques [25] has been proposed for protein complex prediction based on the repeated merging of maximal

cliques. It is an NP-hard problem to search all possible maximal cliques in a graph. 

Heuristic-based algorithms perform clustering in a set of proteins by identifying seed proteins as singleton clusters and

then greedily extending these clusters. They are also called “graph growing” algorithms [2] . Algorithms in this category in-

clude molecular complex detection [4] , DPClus [3] , IPCA [23] , SPICi [16] , and ClusterONE [29] . Most of them weight nodes by

a single-structure attribute such as density. To identify the seed nodes more accurately, the recently proposed SEGC [40] al-

gorithm first weights all nodes by multi-attribute fusion and selects seed nodes using a roulette wheel. It requires more

parameters and multiple experiments to obtain an optimal solution. Another heuristic method using the seed expansion

strategy is often referred to as core attachment. It includes Core [22] , COACH [44] , GC-Coach [27] , WPNCA [31] , and ICSC

[21] . These algorithms regard a seed as a dense subgraph based on the observation that a few complexes contain a core in

which proteins have relatively more interactions, and each attachment protein binds to a subset of core proteins to form a

complex [11] . Heuristic-based algorithms are considered successful strategies for overlapping graph clustering [42] . 

In addition to the previously mentioned methods, optimization clustering algorithms [9,34] extract subgraphs for protein

complex prediction based on various objective functions. Considering the existence of edge noise in PPI networks, genomic

and proteomic data are integrated to improve the reliability of interactions and provide robust clustering [17,19] . 

3. Terminology 

Let G = (V, E) be a simple undirected protein interaction graph (network) with n = | V | nodes (proteins) and m = | E| edges

(interactions). The diameter of G is the maximum length of the shortest path between any two nodes, denoted by D ( G ). The

open neighborhood (or neighborhood) of a node v i , denoted by N G ( v i ) or N ( v i ), is the subgraph induced by all nodes that

are adjacent to v i . If the 1-neighborhood of v i ∈ V is defined by N(v i ) = { v j ∈ V | (v i , v j ) ∈ E} , then the k -neighborhood can be

defined by 

N k (v i ) = 

{
N(v i ) , i f k = 1 , 

N k −1 (v i ) ∪ { v j ∈ V | dis (v i , v j ) = k } , i f k > 1 , 
(1) 

where dis ( v i , v j ) denotes the distance between v i and v j . The degree DC ( v i ) of v i is defined by DC(v i ) = | N G (v i ) | . The cluster-

ing coefficient [41] of v i is a widely used measure from graph theory that represents the interconnectivity of a node’s first

neighbors. It is defined by 

C C (v i ) = 

2 | E(H(v i )) | 
| N(v i ) | (| N(v i ) | − 1) 

, (2) 

where H ( v i ) denotes the induced subgraph by the node subset N ( v i ), and E(H(v i )) = { (v j , v l ) | v j , v l ∈ N(v i ) , (v j , v l ) ∈ E} . The

clustering coefficient for a graph is the average of all nodes’ clustering coefficients. Table 1 lists the main symbols used in

this paper. 

4. Method 

The proposed protein complex detection algorithm HGCA consists of two phases: seed selection and cluster expansion.

In the seed selection phase, a new nodal metric is constructed based on the correlation analysis between the clustering

coefficient and the node degree. An unclustered node with the highest node weight will be selected as a seed. In the cluster

expansion phase, a cluster description model is designed to characterize the inherent organization of clusters, and HGCA

expands a seed based on this model to form a final cluster as a predicted protein complex. HGCA obtains one cluster at

a time by expanding a seed. Once a cluster has been obtained, its nodes are not removed from the original graph; thus, a

node may be assigned to multiple clusters, resulting in overlapping clustering. The algorithm terminates when there are no

unclustered nodes. 
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Table 1 

Symbol list. 

Symbol Description 

G = (V, E) Graph G with node set V and edge set E 

n Number of nodes in a graph 

m Number of edges in a graph 

v i i th node in V 

( v i , v j ) or e ij Edge between nodes v i and v j 
dis ( v i , v j ) Distance between nodes v i and v j 
N k k -neighborhood 

E ( H ) Edge set of subgraph H 

CC ( v ) Clustering coefficient of node v 

DC ( v ) Node degree of node v 

k Maximum number of iterations 

w (.) Weight of a node or an edge 

NC ( u, H ) Closeness between node u and subgraph H 

C ( v ) Cluster (subgraph) with node v as seed 

S Cluster set 

U Unclustered node set 

α Parameter to control two items in NC 

r Reduction rate of α

D Diameter of a graph 

ε User-defined NC threshold 

θ User-defined diameter threshold 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1. Seed selection 

HGCA selects a seed node with maximum weight among the unclustered nodes. It is a key issue that a nodal met-

ric should be introduced to measure the weight (i.e., representability) of a node in a subgraph. Common nodal metrics

are based on topological properties, such as node degree or clustering coefficient in real-world networks [10,29] . However,

metrics involving a single network topological property are insufficient for reflecting representability in a cluster owing to

the inherent complexity of PPI network structures, and use structure information only within a node’s immediate neighbor-

hood. To overcome this limitation, multi-attribute fusion has been incorporated into the nodal metric [40] . This method uses

a weight coefficient vector � β ∈ R 

1 ×q for q attributes with β1 + β2 + . . . + βq = 1 . Its underlying assumption is that attributes

are independent, and thus more parameters should be evaluated. 

Herein, a new nodal metric is proposed to overcome the above shortcomings. It is based on the weighted degree, and

a node with higher weighted degree may be a meaningful starting seed for local module search [16] . For a node v i ∈ V , its

weighted degree is defined as the sum of the weights of its incident edges, that is, 

w (v i ) = 

∑ 

v j ∈ N(v i ) 

w (v i , v j ) , (3)

where w ( v i , v j ) is the weight of the edge between nodes v i and v j . 

Obviously, the key issue is the calculation of edge weights based on topological attributes. Existing methods [3,23] usually

define the weight w ( v i , v j ) by the number of the common neighbors between the nodes v i and v j , as follows: 

w (v i , v j ) = | N(v i ) ∩ N(v j ) | , (4)

where w ( v i , v j ) is the weight of the edge between nodes v i and v j . Common neighbor nodes are considered to have the

same weight, but the possible difference in their connection structure is neglected. The weight is equal to the number

of triangles to which the edge ( v i , v j ) belongs, and reflects only one structural feature. To integrate different topological

properties more reasonably and to capture effectively the diversity of connections, relationships between the topological

properties of networks should be established. This is difficult, even by using visual tools, owing to the large scale of PPI

networks. Fortunately, these relationships can be, to a certain extent, reflected by correlation analysis. 

The clustering coefficient and the node degree are two basic features in networks exhibiting the small-world phe-

nomenon [41] and the scale-free power-law [6] . It will be attempted to determine the relationship between them, which

may indicate the potential pattern of connections between nodes and thus facilitate the construction of related metric.

In the feature space of a network, a node v i can be represented as (C C (v i ) , 1 
DC(v i ) 

) , where CC ( v i ) and DC ( v i ) are its clus-

tering coefficient and node degree, respectively. Then we have a dataset SC = { C C (v 1 ) , . . . , C C (v n ) } and another dataset

SD = { 1 
DC(v 1 ) 

, . . . , 1 
DC(v n ) 

} , that is, n samples can be converted into two vectors. The relationship between the clustering co-

efficient SC and the reciprocal of the node degree SD is obtained by the correlation coefficients, i.e., the Pearson correlation

coefficient and cosine similarity. The correlation between SC and SD was calculated in six PPI networks (more details can

be found in Section 4 ) and is listed in Table 2 . Usually, a value greater than 0.5 implies that there is a strong positive cor-

relation between the variables. Thus, the clustering coefficient has a strong positive correlation with the reciprocal of the

node degree. That is, there is a strong negative correlation between the clustering coefficient and the node degree. If v has
i 
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Table 2 

Correlation between clustering coefficient SC 

and reciprocal of node degree SD . 

Network Pearson Cosine 

Gavin02 [12] 0.7667 0.9227 

Gavin06 [11] 0.6234 0.8747 

Krogan_core [20] 0.5865 0.8567 

Krogan_extend [20] 0.6224 0.8246 

BioGrid [38] 0.6318 0.8571 

DIP [45] 0.6944 0.8527 

Fig. 2. Seed selection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a relatively small node degree, the edges within the subgraph induced by the node subset N ( v i ) may be more likely to form

triangles. 

According to this analysis, the connectivity of a node may be characterized by the clustering coefficient and the node

degree. Nodes with large clustering coefficient and small degree are important for searching dense regions. Thus, v i is char-

acterized based on CC ( v i )/ DC ( v i ). As networks vary, global features associated with the clustering coefficient and the node

degree should be considered. Let FC ( G ) denote the clustering coefficient in the entire graph G , and let FD ( G ) denote the

node degree in the entire graph. Then the connectivity of v i in G is related to 
C C (v i ) 
F C(G ) 

× F D (G ) 
DC(v i ) 

. Here, F C(G ) = CC(G ) and

F D (G ) = DC(G ) . Then 

C C (v i ) 
C C (G ) 

× DC(G ) 
DC(v i ) 

, where C C (G ) and DC(G ) are the average clustering coefficient and average node degree

of G , respectively. 

The endpoints v i , v j and the common nodes between them are the two types of nodes that are related to the edge ( v i ,

v j ). To reflect the structural similarity between v i and v j more comprehensive, the weight of ( v i , v j ) should fully consider the

importance of v i and v j as well as their common neighbors, that is, 

w (v i , v j ) = 

C C (v i ) 
C C (G ) 

× DC(G ) 

DC(v i ) 
+ 

C C (v j ) 
C C (G ) 

× DC(G ) 

DC(v j ) 
+ 

∑ 

u ∈ N (v i ) ∩ N (v j ) 

C C (v u ) 
C C (G ) 

× DC(G ) 

DC(v u ) 
. (5) 

Both the clustering coefficient and the node degree describe the connection structure only in an immediate neighborhood

of a node. To obtain the importance of v i within its k -neighborhood (i.e., { v i } ∪ N k ( v )), where k is a predefined parameter,

iterative weighting is performed in the form w 

t (v i ) = f (w 

t−1 (v i )) , 1 ≤ t ≤ k . Then the edge weight is defined by 

w 

t (v i , v j ) = w 

t−1 (v i ) ×
C C (v i ) 
C C (G ) 

× DC(G ) 

DC(v i ) 
+ w 

t−1 (v j ) ×
C C (v j ) 
C C (G ) 

× DC(G ) 

DC(v j ) 

+ 

∑ 

u ∈ N (v i ) ∩ N (v j ) 
w 

t−1 (u ) × C C (v u ) 
C C (G ) 

× DC(G ) 

DC(v u ) 
, (6) 

where w 

t ( v i , v j ) is the similarity between v i and v j in the subgraph consisting of the nodes in N t ( v i ) ∪ N t ( v j ) and the inter-

connections among them. Then the node weight in the t th iteration is defined by 

w 

t (v i ) = 

∑ 

v j ∈ N(v i ) 

w 

t (v i , v j ) , (7) 

where w 

0 (v i ) = 1 initially, which implies that all nodes are equally important. w 

t ( v i ) captures not only the connectivity of v i 
but also the diversity of the connections in a larger local subgraph with a radius of t around v i . Fig. 2 shows the calculations

involved in seed selection on G . Node v 5 has the largest degree but the smallest clustering coefficient. When t = 1 , the

weight of v 5 is smaller than that of v 4 because v 4 lies in the complete subgraph induced by { v i |1 ≤ i ≤ 4}. Similarly, v 1 , v 2 , v 3 
will have larger node weights than v 5 when t = 2 . In addition, although v 4 and v 9 have the same node degree and clustering

coefficient, the weight of v will be greater than that of v as t increases. 
4 9 
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Fig. 3. Clustering of graph G . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the weight of each node has been determined, seed nodes will be selected from the node set V according to their

weights. The node v i with maximum weight in V is selected as a seed. Then, the cluster C ( v i ) is constructed by starting from

v i and greedily adding candidate nodes to the current cluster based on the cluster description model to be introduced in

the next subsection. A node with maximum weight usually generates a large candidate node set. After a complete cluster

C ( v i ) has been obtained, the nodes in V ( C ( v i )) are ignored in the seed selection step for subsequent clusters. The entire seed

selection procedure is shown in Algorithm 1 . 

Algorithm 1 Seed selection. 

Input: Graph G = (V, E) , unclustered node set U , parameter k . 

Output: Seed node v . 
1: Compute the weight of each edge in G according to Eq. (6); 

2: Compute the weight of each node in G according to Eq. (7); 

3: Select the node v with the greatest weight in U as a seed; 

4: Return the seed v . 

4.2. Cluster expansion 

After a seed node has been obtained and the initial cluster has been formed, the cluster is gradually grown by including

neighbors, thus generating a final cluster. Clusters should be dense around seeds and may be relatively not so dense away

from seeds. To characterize the inherent structure of clusters, a description model is required to determine the relationship

between the current cluster and candidate nodes in the cluster formation process. 

If v is selected as a seed, then the current cluster C ( v ), which initially consists of v only, is extended by adding candidate

nodes according to both the tightness of the connections within C ( v ) as well as the connections of a candidate node u with

C ( v ). The description model of cluster formation is as follows: 

NC (u, C (v )) = α(C (v )) 
| N(u ) 

⋂ 

V (C (v )) | 
| V (C (v )) | + (1 − α(C (v ))) 

| N(u ) 
⋂ 

V (C (v )) | 
| N(u ) | , (8)

where V ( C ( v )) is the node set of the cluster C ( v ), | N ( u )| is the number of neighbors of u , and | N(u ) 
⋂ 

V (C(v )) | denotes the

connections between the current cluster C ( v ) and u , namely neighbors of u inside C ( v ). 
| N(u ) 

⋂ 

V (C(v )) | 
| V (C(v )) | is used to measure the

strength of the connection between a candidate node and its adjacent subgraph (i.e., it is a closeness measure). It has been

proved to be closely related to the density of C ( v ) [23] and can describe dense connections within a cluster. Regarding the

peripheral information of C ( v ), connections are dense for candidate nodes but sparse for C ( v ). 
| N(u ) 

⋂ 

V (C(v )) | 
| N(u ) | is the neighbor

affinity inside cluster C ( v ) and is used to supplement the expansion of C ( v ). 

The parameter α( C ( v )) controls the density of C ( v ). When α = 1 , NC is reduced to the closeness [3,49] . When α = 0 , a

node with a small degree has a high priority to be added to the cluster. Thus, a relatively dense cluster is constructed with

a large α, whereas a small value of α will generate a sparse cluster. A cluster should be dense around seeds and may not be

so dense away from the seeds. Thus, a function of cluster size is required to model cluster structure. When cluster expansion

initiates, a larger α is set to obtain a dense subgraph. As cluster size increases, a smaller α should be set so that nodes lying

on the periphery of the cluster may be found. As shown in Fig. 3 , HGCA yields two clusters: C(v 4 ) = { v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 } with node

v 4 as a seed, and C(v 5 ) = { v 5 , v 6 , v 7 , v 8 , v 9 , v 10 , v 11 } with node v 5 as a seed. When α = 1 , C(v 5 ) = { v 5 , v 6 , v 7 , v 9 , v 10 , v 11 } ,
C ( v 5 ), which is denser (without the peripheral node v 8 ). 

The function α( C ( v )) may have a relationship with power-law degree distribution, which in real networks is usually

defined as 

y = cx −p , (9)

where x and y are positive random variables, and c and p are positive constants. Cluster size is usually imbalanced and may

have a certain correlation with the node degree of the seed node v . Let x = V (C(v )) , y = α(C(v )) , c = 1 /r, and p = 1 /DC(v ) .
Then 

α(C(v )) = 

1 

r 
× 1 

DC(v ) 
√ 

V (C(v )) 
. (10)
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To control the reduction rate of α, Eq. (10) is rewritten as 

α(C(v )) = 

1 

r × DC(v ) 
√ 

V (C(v )) − 1 + 1 

, (11) 

where r ∈ R 

+ is a predefined positive parameter that is used to adjust the rate of change. For x > 0, the changing trend of α
is similar to that of a tongue-like curve, that is, 

y = 

1 

x 2 + 1 

. (12) 

Eqs. (9) –(12) have similar monotonicity. 

Based on the description model, the candidate node u with NC ( u, C ( v )) > ɛ may be added into the cluster C ( v ), where

ε ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter. Most complexes have a small subgraph diameter [9,23] . Let θ ∈ Z 

+ be a parameter that controls

cluster diameter, that is, if NC ( u, C ( v )) > ɛ and D ([ C ( v ) ∪ { u }]) ≤ θ , u will be added to C ( v ), and then C(v ) = C(v ) ∪ { u } . In the

expansion process, each node u in N ( C ( v )) will be checked greedily. The entire cluster expansion procedure is shown in

Algorithm 2 . 

Algorithm 2 Cluster expansion. 

Input: Graph G = (V, E) , initial cluster C(v ) consisting of seed node v , parameters r, ε, θ . 

Output: Final cluster C(v ) . 
1: For cluster C(v ) , construct the candidate node set N 

′ (C(v )) = { x | x ∈ N(C(v )) , NC(x, C(v )) > ε, D ([ C(v ) ∪ { x } ]) ≤ θ} ; 
2: if N 

′ (C) � = ∅ then 

3: Let u be candidate node with the highest priority, C(v ) = C(v ) ∪ u ; 

4: Call Cluster Expansion( C(v ) ) ; 
5: elseif N 

′ (C) = ∅ then 

6: Return the cluster C(v ) . 
7: end if 

4.3. Algorithm description 

The pseudo code of HGCA, which attempts a realistic clustering in a PPI network, is shown in Algorithm 3 . The aver-

Algorithm 3 Algorithm HGCA. 

Input: Graph G = (V, E) , parameters k , r, ε, and θ . 

Output: Set of clusters S. 

1: S = ∅ ; 
2: Initialize the unclustered nodes set, U = V ; 

3: while U � = ∅ , do 

4: Identify a new seed v using Algorithm 1; 

5: Expand seed v to a cluster C(v ) using Algorithm 2; 

6: Update S = S ∪ { C(v ) } ; 
7: Update U = U − C(v ) ; 
8: end while 

9: Return S. 

age computational complexity for node weighing is O (k ∗ DC ∗ n ) = O (k ∗ m ) in k iterations. HGCA selects a seed node with

maximum weight and constructs a cluster from the seed. The complexity of selecting all seeds for | S | clusters is O ( n ∗log n ).

During the expansion of a cluster, in the worst case the cluster includes all nodes of the given network, and the complexity

of constructing a cluster is O ( n ∗log n ), thereby that of cluster expansion is O (| S | ∗n ∗log n ) in total. Therefore, the complexity

of HGCA is O (| S | ∗n ∗log n ). 

5. Experiments and results 

HGCA was implemented in C ++ . It was successfully executed and tested on a PC with Intel Core i7-2600 CPU @3.40 GHz

and 8GB RAM. 

5.1. Experimental datasets 

Six PPI networks, namely, Gavin02 [12] , Gavin06 [11] , Krogan_core, Krogan_extend [20] , BioGrid, and DIP [45] , were used

to test and evaluate HGCA. These datasets are widely used for protein complex detection. In order that the datasets fit
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Table 3 

PPI datasets. 

Items Gavin02 Gavin06 Krogan_core Krogan_extend BioGrid DIP 

Proteins 1352 1430 2708 3672 4187 4930 

Interactions 3210 6531 7123 14,317 20,454 17,201 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in with a simple-graph setting, all self-interactions and duplicate interactions were removed. Table 3 shows information

on these networks. Krogan_core contains only highly reliable interactions among Krogan_extend. BioGrid consists of low-

throughput physical interactions in the BioGRID database [38] (version 3.4.137) 21,375. 

The gold standard complex set CYC2008 [33] was used to analyze the parameter setting of the proposed algorithm and

evaluate the clustering results. It consists of 408 manually curated complexes obtained by small-scale experiments. MIPS

[8] contains a few protein complexes that CYC2008 does not have; thus, it was used as a benchmark set to evaluate pre-

dicted complexes in comparative experiments. MIPS comprises 220 annotated complexes. 

5.2. Evaluation metrics 

To evaluate the prediction results, F -measure, accuracy, and coverage were used. 

F -measure [24] is often used to assess the overall performance of protein complex detection algorithms. F -measure is the

harmonic mean of precision and recall ; it quantizes the closeness between the predicted complex set and the standard com-

plex set. Precision measures how accurately clusters match known protein complexes, and recall measures how accurately

known complexes match the predicted clusters. 

Given a predicted cluster set C = { C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C p } and the gold standard complex set CO = { CO 1 , CO 2 , . . . , CO q } , the neigh-

borhood affinity score NA ( C i , CO j ) measures the similarity of the predicted cluster C i and the standard complex CO j , and

is defined by NA (C i , CO j ) = 

| C i ⋂ 

CO j | 2 
| C i |×| CO j | , i ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , p} , j ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , q } . Large values of NA ( C i , CO j ) imply a higher degree of

similarity between C i and CO j . If NA ( C i , CO j ) ≥μ, then C i and CO j are considered to be matching, where μ is a predefined

threshold and usually set to 0.2 [24,27] . Let M C be the correct predicted cluster set in which every cluster matches at least

one real complex in CO , i.e., M C = { C i | C i ∈ C ∧ ∃ j(CO j ∈ CO ∧ NA (C i , CO j ) ≥ μ) } . Furthermore, let M CO be the real complex set

in which every complex matches at least one predicted cluster in C , i.e., M CO = { C O j | C O j ∈ C O ∧ ∃ i (C i ∈ C ∧ NA (C i , CO j ) ≥ μ) } .
Precision and recall are defined by P recision = 

| M C | | C| and Recall = 

| M CO | | CO | , respectively, whereas F -measure is defined by 

F - measure = 

2 × P recision × Recall 

P recision + Recall 
. (13)

To evaluate the accuracy of a prediction, accuracy [8] is defined as the geometric mean of PPV (positive predictive value)

and Sn (sensitivity). PPV and Sn are calculated using the matching matrix between a cluster set and known protein complex

sets. 

Let T be a p × q matrix, where p denotes the number of predicted complexes and q is the number of benchmark com-

plexes. Row i of T corresponds to the i th predicted cluster C i and column j corresponds to the j th annotated complex CO j .

The element T ij is the number of common proteins in C i and CO j , i.e., T i j = | C i ∩ CO j | . The clustering-wise positive predic-

tive value ( PPV ) is defined by P P V = 

∑ p 
i =1 

∑ q 
j=1 

(T i j ∗max 
q 
j=1 

(T i j / 
∑ q 

j=1 
T i j )) ∑ p 

i =1 

∑ q 
j=1 

T i j 
. Finally, the clustering-wise sensitivity ( Sn ) is defined as

Sn = 

∑ q 
j=1 

(| CO j |∗max 
p 
i =1 

(T i j / | CO j | )) ∑ q 
j=1 

| CO j | . Then accuracy is defined by 

Accuracy = 

√ 

P P V × Sn . (14)

Clustering techniques should cover the nodes of a PPI network to ensure that important protein complexes are not missed

during the clustering process [7] . The coverage of a PPI network can be calculated as follows: 

Cov erage = 

∣∣⋃ p 
i =1 

V (C i ) 
∣∣

n 

. (15)

5.3. Parameters analysis 

The parameters in the proposed algorithm include the maximum number of iterations k , the adjustment parameter r

for the rate of change of α ∈ [0, 1], and the threshold ε ∈ [0, 1] for connection closeness. These are real-valued, discretized

parameters, and the alternating direction method is usually applied to optimize them [40] . However, this approach has

certain weaknesses. One is that the possible correlation between the parameters is ignored, that is, it is assumed that the

parameters are independent. The other is that it is difficult to choose a suitable step length. If the step length of the discrete

variables is excessively large, it is difficult to obtain an optimal solution, whereas if it is excessively small, a large amount

of calculation is required to find the best solution by searching every parameter combination. 
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Table 4 

Comparison of IPCA, IPCA + , SEGC, and SEGC + . 

Network Algorithm Precision Recall F-measure PPV Sn Accuracy 

IPCA 0.4675 0.3505 0.4006 0.5541 0.3646 0.4495 

Gavin02 IPCA + 0.5176 0.3529 0.4197 0.5743 0.3635 0.4569 

SEGC 0.5621 0.3603 0.4391 0.5597 0.4146 0.4817 

SEGC + 0.5738 0.3578 0.4408 0.5895 0.4042 0.4881 

IPCA 0.5289 0.3750 0.4389 0.5375 0.4807 0.5083 

Gavin06 IPCA + 0.6233 0.3799 0.4721 0.5834 0.4823 0.5304 

SEGC 0.4754 0.3750 0.4193 0.5335 0.5021 0.5176 

SEGC + 0.5905 0.3799 0.4623 0.5882 0.4979 0.5412 

IPCA 0.4732 0.5662 0.5155 0.6058 0.5786 0.5921 

Krogan_core IPCA + 0.5337 0.5662 0.5495 0.6500 0.5786 0.6133 

SEGC 0.4889 0.5760 0.5289 0.6222 0.5885 0.6051 

SEGC + 0.5718 0.5858 0.5787 0.6640 0.5927 0.6274 

IPCA 0.4114 0.4926 0.4484 0.5234 0.5974 0.5592 

Krogan_extend IPCA + 0.5422 0.4853 0.5122 0.6038 0.5932 0.5985 

SEGC 0.4517 0.5466 0.4946 0.5564 0.6130 0.5840 

SEGC + 0.5722 0.5319 0.5513 0.6335 0.6062 0.6197 

IPCA 0.5075 0.8088 0.6237 0.4482 0.7885 0.5945 

BioGrid IPCA + 0.5445 0.7868 0.6436 0.4905 0.7818 0.6192 

SEGC 0.5377 0.8284 0.6521 0.4741 0.8104 0.6199 

SEGC + 0.5541 0.7941 0.6528 0.5143 0.8047 0.6433 

IPCA 0.3561 0.6544 0.4613 0.4729 0.6141 0.5389 

DIP IPCA + 0.3868 0.6250 0.4778 0.5096 0.6120 0.5584 

SEGC 0.3699 0.6936 0.4825 0.5257 0.6422 0.5810 

SEGC + 0.4038 0.6446 0.4965 0.5375 0.6281 0.5810 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this study, orthogonal arrays are used to obtain the best parameter combination with high probability. Orthogonal

arrays are of uniform dispersion, and they are important in combinatorial designs. An orthogonal array is treated as a table

whose entries (factors) are finite, whereas rows represent combinations of factors (i.e., number of experiments) at the same

or different levels. In an experimental design, all parameter variables are regarded as factors, the feasible values of factors

are treated as levels, and all possible parameter combinations are the entire experimental space. For example, the orthogonal

array L 36 (6 
3 × 3 7 ) is a 36-run (the number of experimental runs, i.e., the number of rows) array with three 6-level factors

and seven 3-level factors (i.e., the number of columns is 10). The selection of the optimal parameter combination is reduced

to the selection of the best points in statistical experimental design, and orthogonal arrays are used for the solution of the

related optimization problem. More details on orthogonal arrays may be found in [43] . 

BioGrid is constructed by all low-throughput physical interactions with high reliability and precision; thus, the orthogonal

array L 36 (6 
3 × 3 7 ) is used on BioGrid to test suggested parameter values. Experiments were conducted on HGCA with 36

different parameter combinations. The proposed algorithm has three parameters k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, r ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,

0.5, 0.6}, and ε ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}; thus, the first three columns of the orthogonal array were used. The best values

were chosen from those with the highest F -measure over 36 parameter combinations, and k = 2 , r = 0 . 1 , and ε = 0 . 4 were

obtained. The parameters ( k, r , ε) were set to these default values in all experiments. 

5.4. Effectiveness of seed selection 

To test the effectiveness of the proposed metric, the seed selection method was applied to both IPCA and SEGC, resulting

in IPCA + and SEGC + respectively. The parameters of cluster expansion in IPCA and IPCA + were set to 0.4. For SEGC and

SEGC + , the reduction rate and the closeness threshold were set to 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. Unlike IPCA, IPCA + and SEGC + ,

SEGC uses a roulette wheel to select seeds probabilistically; thus SEGC was run 500 times, and the best results were chosen

for each dataset. Table 4 shows the clustering results of IPCA, IPCA + , SEGC, and SEGC + . The F -measure and accuracy of

algorithms IPCA + and SEGC + are both listed in bold for each dataset. Compared with IPCA, the F -measure of IPCA + on six

datasets increased by 4.77%, 7.56%, 6.60%, 14.23%, 3.19%, and 3.58%, and the accuracy increased by 1.65%, 4.35%, 3.58%, 7.03%,

4.15%, 3.62%, respectively. Similarly, the F -measure of SEGC + increased by 0.39%, 10.26%, 9.42%, 11.46%, 0.11%, and 2.90%,

respectively, compared to the original SEGC algorithm. Moreover, it achieved higher accuracy than SEGC. Thus, the proposed

seed selection method is effective. 

5.5. Comparison with other methods 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, it was compared with the following algorithms: the complete

enumeration algorithm CFinder [1] , the seed-expansion-based approaches DPClus [3] , IPCA [23] , and SEGC [40] , the core-

attachment-based method Core [22] , the flow-based algorithm SR-MCL [36] , the interaction reliability assessment algorithm
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Table 5 

Evaluation results by different algorithms using CYC2008 as ground truth. 

Network Criteria HGCA CFinder DPClus IPCA Core SR-MCL PEWCC DCU WCOACH WEC SEGC 

Precision 0.5828 0.7333 0.4679 0.4675 0.3717 0.7818 0.5154 0.3897 0.6311 0.7137 0.5621 

Recall 0.3529 0.1373 0.3088 0.3505 0.3505 0.1838 0.2034 0.2990 0.1520 0.1667 0.3603 

F - measure 0.4397 0.2312 0.3721 0.4006 0.3608 0.2977 0.2917 0.3384 0.2449 0.2702 0.4391 

Gavin02 PPV 0.5944 0.4150 0.6207 0.5541 0.6153 0.5089 0.5558 0.4184 0.3310 0.5936 0.5597 

Sn 0.4276 0.3203 0.2755 0.3646 0.3646 0.2833 0.2776 0.4490 0.4188 0.2531 0.4146 

Accuracy 0.5041 0.3646 0.4135 0.4495 0.4736 0.3797 0.3928 0.4334 0.3723 0.3876 0.4817 

Coverage 100% 46% 51% 100% 77% 43% 44% 100% 76% 37% 100% 

Precision 0.5952 0.6633 0.5502 0.5289 0.4869 0.7512 0.4687 0.3295 0.4742 0.7774 0.4754 

Recall 0.3824 0.1912 0.3873 0.3750 0.3627 0.3088 0.3456 0.2451 0.2328 0.2941 0.3750 

F - measure 0.4656 0.2968 0.4546 0.4389 0.4157 0.4377 0.3978 0.2811 0.3123 0.4268 0.4193 

Gavin06 PPV 0.5950 0.3425 0.6413 0.5375 0.5833 0.5286 0.5585 0.2959 0.3300 0.5735 0.5335 

Sn 0.5073 0.5125 0.4307 0.4807 0.4599 0.4 84 9 0.4307 0.5318 0.5500 0.4479 0.5021 

Accuracy 0.5494 0.4190 0.5256 0.5083 0.5180 0.5063 0.4905 0.3966 0.4261 0.5068 0.5176 

Coverage 100% 79% 74% 100% 80% 79% 76% 99% 93% 66% 100% 

Precision 0.5626 0.6174 0.3626 0.4732 0.2960 0.7341 0.5379 0.2272 0.5166 0.8382 0.4889 

Recall 0.5637 0.2034 0.5931 0.5662 0.5907 0.3309 0.3431 0.4779 0.2549 0.2770 0.5760 

F - measure 0.5632 0.3060 0.4501 0.5155 0.3943 0.4562 0.4190 0.3080 0.3414 0.4163 0.5289 

Krogan_core PPV 0.6435 0.3588 0.7128 0.6058 0.6308 0.6063 0.5550 0.3180 0.2231 0.6603 0.6222 

Sn 0.5906 0.4802 0.4885 0.5786 0.5109 0.4620 0.4135 0.5964 0.5849 0.3937 0.5885 

Accuracy 0.6165 0.4151 0.5901 0.5921 0.5677 0.5293 0.4791 0.4355 0.3612 0.5099 0.6051 

Coverage 100% 42% 64% 100% 77% 44% 41% 98% 78% 32% 100% 

Precision 0.5808 0.4545 0.3187 0.4114 0.2036 0.7627 0.4259 0.1450 0.2381 0.7901 0.4517 

Recall 0.4902 0.1495 0.5711 0.4926 0.5833 0.2794 0.4044 0.4265 0.1789 0.2157 0.5466 

F - measure 0.5317 0.2250 0.4091 0.4484 0.3019 0.4090 0.4149 0.2164 0.2043 0.3389 0.4946 

Krogan_extend PPV 0.6114 0.2223 0.6738 0.5234 0.6326 0.5977 0.5179 0.2931 0.1028 0.5935 0.5564 

Sn 0.6010 0.5625 0.5005 0.5974 0.5125 0.4495 0.4865 0.6271 0.6833 0.3786 0.6130 

Accuracy 0.6062 0.3536 0.5807 0.5592 0.5694 0.5183 0.5019 0.4288 0.2650 0.4740 0.5840 

Coverage 100% 43% 53% 100% 73% 35% 43% 100% 90% 25% 100% 

Precision 0.5744 0.4225 0.3736 0.5075 0.2467 0.5872 0.4923 0.1530 0.1640 0.6600 0.5377 

Recall 0.7917 0.1520 0.7402 0.8088 0.6667 0.5098 0.7721 0.3113 0.2598 0.4706 0.8284 

F - measure 0.6658 0.2235 0.4965 0.6237 0.3602 0.5458 0.6012 0.2051 0.2011 0.5494 0.6521 

BioGrid PPV 0.4984 0.1616 0.6031 0.4482 0.5231 0.5019 0.5002 0.2086 0.1530 0.4685 0.4741 

Sn 0.8198 0.8755 0.6776 0.7885 0.7453 0.7479 0.7344 0.8875 0.9370 0.6922 0.8104 

Accuracy 0.6392 0.3762 0.6393 0.5945 0.6244 0.6127 0.6061 0.4303 0.3786 0.5695 0.6199 

Coverage 100% 65% 62% 100% 80% 66% 63% 99% 93% 48% 100% 

Precision 0.4144 0.3959 0.2271 0.3561 0.1633 0.6677 0.3731 0.1199 0.1643 0.6719 0.3699 

Recall 0.6299 0.2574 0.6471 0.6544 0.6495 0.3456 0.5515 0.4804 0.1667 0.1863 0.6936 

F - measure 0.4999 0.3119 0.3363 0.4613 0.2610 0.4555 0.4450 0.1919 0.1655 0.2917 0.4825 

DIP PPV 0.5186 0.2975 0.6385 0.4729 0.5784 0.5687 0.5023 0.3779 0.1561 0.6135 0.5257 

Sn 0.6240 0.6411 0.5073 0.6141 0.5656 0.4859 0.5510 0.6781 0.7490 0.3281 0.6422 

Accuracy 0.5688 0.4367 0.5691 0.5389 0.5720 0.5257 0.5261 0.5062 0.3419 0.4487 0.5810 

Coverage 100% 41% 59% 100% 74% 33% 40% 99% 88% 17% 100% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PEWCC [46] , the uncertain graph model method DCU [48] , the annotation-driven core-attachment approach WCOACH [19] ,

and the genomic data-driven clustering algorithm WEC [17] . The parameters of these algorithms were set to the values

recommended in the literature. 

The algorithms were tested on six PPI networks to compare their clustering accuracy. Table 5 shows the evaluation results

of protein complex detection methods using CYC2008 as ground truth. For each PPI network, the best F -measure and accu-

racy are listed in bold. The results indicate that both the F -measure and accuracy of HGCA are obviously superior to those of

other algorithms on most data sets. This is primarily because the proposed clustering algorithm finds seed nodes accurately

by using local and global multiple topology information more reasonably, thus reducing redundant clusters and improving

precision. Existing algorithms usually consider topological properties independently and lack node characterization through

multiple properties. Although SEGC has satisfactory performance, it weights nodes by considering each structural attribute

independently and selects seed nodes using a probability model to expand the search space, which leads to a large number

of parameters and experiments. The proposed algorithm establishes relationships between attributes and thus requires fewer

parameters in node weighing and smaller search space for seed selection. In addition, HGCA has the maximum coverage be-

cause it is a complete clustering algorithm, where all nodes are placed in one or more groups. Owing to the incompleteness

of PPI networks and gold standard protein complex sets (for example, 1149 of 2708 proteins in Krogan_core dataset can

be labeled in the standard protein complex set CYC2008), a larger coverage may result in lower precision but higher re-

call. HGCA obtains the best F -measure on each PPI network, which implies that it yields more balanced results in terms of

precision and recall under full coverage of the input network. 

Fig. 4 shows an example in which the predicted DNA replication factor C complex can match all proteins in the real DNA

replication factor C complex. In this example, the real DNA replication factor C complex in the CYC2008 benchmark consists
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Fig. 4. DNA replication factor C complex predicted by different methods. Subfigure (a) shows the real DNA replication factor C complex in the benchmark 

and as predicted by HGCA. Subfigures (b)–(g) are the DNA replication factor C complex predicted by different methods. For each predicted cluster, the 

proteins in blue color are involved in the real DNA replication factor C complex and those in gray color are not. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of 7 proteins. Fig. 5 shows another example in which the predicted Swr1p complex can cover all proteins in the real Swr1p

complex. In this example, the real Swr1p complex in the benchmark consists of 13 proteins. The complex predicted by HGCA

has 16 proteins and covers 13 proteins (in blue color), whereas DPClus, IPCA, SR-MCL, PEWCC, DCU, WEC, and SEGC cover

6, 8, 12, 8, 10, 10, and 9 proteins, respectively, of the real Swr1p complex. 

Table 6 shows the results of the comparison between HGCA and the other algorithms using MIPS as ground truth. The

best results for each dataset are listed in bold. In terms of F -measure, the proposed algorithm has better performance

than the compared methods in most cases. The accuracy of HGCA is close to the accuracy of the SEGC algorithm. For a

comprehensive comparison, the Friedman and Nemenyi tests were performed. In terms of F -measure, the algorithms were

separately ranked for each PPI dataset. For example, the algorithm with the highest F -measure (HGCA) has rank 1 and the

second best method (SEGC) is ranked 2 on the Gavin02 data set. Then the ranks of all algorithms for different PPI datasets

were used in the computation of the Friedman test. In terms of F -measure, the Friedman test compares the mean ranks,

which are as follows: 1.33 (HGCA), 9.17 (CFinder), 6.17 (DPClus), 4 (IPCA), 8 (Core), 4.67 (SR-MCL), 5.83 (PEWCC), 10.67

(DCU), 9.33 (WCOACH), 4 (WEC), and 2.83 (SEGC), with p = 5 . 46 × 10 −07 . Similarly, in terms of accuracy, the mean ranks

from the Friedman test are 2 (HGCA), 10.50 (CFinder), 5.50 (DPClus), 3 (IPCA), 4.33 (Core), 6.50 (SR-MCL), 6.50 (PEWCC),

8.33 (DCU), 10.17 (WCOACH), 7.83 (WEC), 1.33 (SEGC), with p = 8 . 26 × 10 −08 . The results from average ranks reject the

null hypothesis, which states that these algorithms are not equivalent and the levels of their performance are significantly

different. Subsequently, significant performance differences were demonstrated by the Nemenyi test as well. The critical

difference between the methods is defined by 

CD = q α

√ 

h (h + 1) 

6 g 
, (16) 

where h = 11 is the number of algorithms and g = 6 is the number of data sets. If α = 0 . 1 , as in [50] , then the critical value

is q α = 2 . 978 . In the experiments, CD = 5 . 70 . 

Fig. 6 shows the results of the Nemenyi tests. The mean rank of each algorithm is denoted by a small green circle. Two

algorithms have significantly different performance if the horizontal distance between the corresponding circles is equal to
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Fig. 5. Swr1p complex predicted by different methods. Subfigure (a) shows the real Swr1p complex in the benchmark. Subfigures (b)–(j) are the Swr1p 

complexes predicted by different methods. For each predicted cluster, the proteins in blue color are involved in the real Swr1p complex and those in gray 

color are not. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. Subfigures (a) and (b) show the Nemenyi tests in terms of F -measure and accuracy, respectively. The mean rank of each algorithm is denoted by a 

circle, and the blue bar is the critical difference. The horizontal distance between two bars shows the difference between algorithms. (For interpretation of 

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Table 6 

Evaluation results using MIPS as ground truth. 

Network Criteria HGCA CFinder DPClus IPCA Core SR-MCL PEWCC DCU WCOACH WEC SEGC 

Precision 0.3968 0.4833 0.3303 0.3366 0.2566 0.50 0 0 0.3475 0.2418 0.3981 0.5403 0.3556 

Recall 0.4636 0.1636 0.4045 0.4500 0.4364 0.2182 0.2773 0.3364 0.1818 0.2273 0.4727 

Gavin02 F - measure 0.4276 0.2445 0.3637 0.3851 0.3232 0.3038 0.3084 0.2813 0.2496 0.3200 0.4059 

PPV 0.5357 0.4046 0.5795 0.5591 0.5806 0.5071 0.5733 0.4184 0.3587 0.5341 0.5530 

Sn 0.3674 0.2856 0.2435 0.3099 0.3291 0.2524 0.2473 0.3783 0.3565 0.2185 0.3610 

Accuracy 0.4437 0.3399 0.3756 0.4163 0.4371 0.3578 0.3765 0.3978 0.3576 0.3416 0.4468 

Precision 0.3914 0.3571 0.3133 0.3099 0.3034 0.4328 0.2779 0.1744 0.2985 0.5172 0.3224 

Recall 0.4318 0.2091 0.4500 0.4273 0.4273 0.3318 0.3864 0.2227 0.2682 0.3455 0.4273 

Gavin06 F - measure 0.4106 0.2638 0.3694 0.3593 0.3548 0.3757 0.3233 0.1956 0.2826 0.4142 0.3675 

PPV 0.5966 0.3326 0.5795 0.5646 0.5573 0.5270 0.5767 0.3462 0.3741 0.5813 0.5681 

Sn 0.4096 0.4454 0.3514 0.3891 0.3764 0.4128 0.3502 0.4473 0.4696 0.3744 0.3891 

Accuracy 0.4943 0.3849 0.4513 0.4687 0.4580 0.4664 0.4494 0.3935 0.4192 0.4666 0.4702 

Precision 0.3327 0.2609 0.1623 0.2739 0.1322 0.3810 0.2632 0.1079 0.2500 0.4913 0.2958 

Recall 0.5318 0.1864 0.5545 0.5364 0.5273 0.3318 0.3591 0.3909 0.2227 0.2955 0.5727 

Krogan_core F - measure 0.4093 0.2174 0.2510 0.3627 0.2115 0.3547 0.3038 0.1691 0.2356 0.3690 0.3901 

PPV 0.5737 0.3211 0.5983 0.6013 0.5835 0.5057 0.5427 0.3036 0.2321 0.5371 0.6054 

Sn 0.4281 0.3866 0.3629 0.4230 0.3821 0.3470 0.3220 0.4422 0.4435 0.3080 0.4313 

Accuracy 0.4956 0.3523 0.4660 0.5043 0.4722 0.4189 0.4180 0.3664 0.3208 0.4067 0.5110 

Precision 0.3777 0.2149 0.1526 0.2782 0.0993 0.3898 0.2184 0.0699 0.1031 0.5138 0.3109 

Recall 0.4500 0.1455 0.5227 0.4727 0.4818 0.2773 0.3955 0.30 0 0 0.1727 0.2409 0.5182 

Krogan_extend F - measure 0.4107 0.1735 0.2362 0.3503 0.1647 0.3241 0.2814 0.1134 0.1291 0.3280 0.3886 

PPV 0.5635 0.2088 0.5845 0.5043 0.5411 0.5223 0.4894 0.2706 0.1269 0.5311 0.5128 

Sn 0.4275 0.4824 0.3719 0.4294 0.3789 0.3495 0.3585 0.4741 0.5668 0.2843 0.4383 

Accuracy 0.4908 0.3174 0.4662 0.4654 0.4528 0.4273 0.4189 0.3582 0.2682 0.3886 0.4741 

Precision 0.3414 0.2042 0.1810 0.3206 0.1285 0.3002 0.3047 0.0728 0.1128 0.3722 0.3170 

Recall 0.7045 0.1273 0.6682 0.70 0 0 0.5727 0.4682 0.7455 0.2955 0.3091 0.4818 0.7136 

BioGrid F - measure 0.4600 0.1568 0.2849 0.4398 0.2099 0.3658 0.4326 0.1169 0.1653 0.4200 0.4390 

PPV 0.5003 0.1365 0.5629 0.5003 0.5096 0.4506 0.4909 0.2400 0.1987 0.4593 0.5141 

Sn 0.6332 0.8473 0.5169 0.6096 0.5898 0.6236 0.5815 0.7578 0.8767 0.5744 0.6179 

Accuracy 0.5628 0.3401 0.5394 0.5522 0.5482 0.5301 0.5343 0.4265 0.4173 0.5137 0.5636 

Precision 0.2609 0.2082 0.1104 0.1999 0.0899 0.4129 0.2319 0.0740 0.1028 0.4348 0.2264 

Recall 0.6818 0.2955 0.6409 0.6955 0.6182 0.4273 0.6455 0.4773 0.2136 0.2545 0.7273 

DIP F - measure 0.3774 0.2442 0.1884 0.3105 0.1570 0.4200 0.3412 0.1282 0.1388 0.3211 0.3453 

PPV 0.5248 0.2609 0.5855 0.5278 0.5528 0.5095 0.5263 0.3787 0.1875 0.5831 0.5521 

Sn 0.4958 0.6121 0.4109 0.4933 0.4575 0.4224 0.4588 0.5649 0.6696 0.2965 0.5086 

Accuracy 0.5101 0.3996 0.4905 0.5102 0.5029 0.4639 0.4914 0.4625 0.3544 0.4158 0.5299 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

at least the critical difference. According to Fig. 6 (a), HGCA is significantly different from CFinder, Core, DCU, and WCOACH;

furthermore, the overlap between HGCA and DPClus, and between HGCA and PEWCC is small. The mean rank of HGCA is

obviously better than that of the other algorithms. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), HGCA is significantly different from CFinder, DCU,

WCOACH, and WEC in terms of accuracy, and HGCA has small overlap with DPClus, SR-MCL, and PEWCC. The mean rank of

HGCA is similar to that of SEGC. The results demonstrate that in terms of performance, HGCA is equivalent or superior to

the other algorithms. 

The experimental results indicate that the performance of the proposed algorithm is comparable to that of other protein

complex detection algorithms. Accordingly, HGCA is a good choice for clustering PPI network datasets. 

6. Conclusions 

The detection of protein complexes is important for deciphering and understanding of biological processes in the cell.

In this study, a heuristic protein complex detection algorithm was proposed based on multiple topological characteristics.

The new algorithm first measures the representability (weight) of a node in a subgraph based on the clustering coefficient

and the node degree by analyzing the correlation between them. The weighting scheme captures the diversity of the node’s

connectivity. A seed node with maximum weight is selected from the unclustered nodes. Subsequently, a cluster description

model considering both the density and peripheral information of the clusters is used to determine whether a candidate

node should be added to the current cluster. Candidate nodes are added greedily to form a final cluster. The experimental

results demonstrated that network characteristics can be used to improve the performance of protein complex detection

methods, and the proposed method is superior to other competing methods. 

The available structural knowledge of PPI networks contributes to protein complex detection. In this study, only the most

basic network features were considered. Thus, other related information of biological networks should be explored and

integrated into protein complex detection algorithms. In addition, it is an interesting and challenging problem to study the

parameter auto-tuning of HGCA so that it can be applied to a wider range of PPI networks. 
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